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ABSTRACT 
 

Nowadays, making financial decisions and evaluating loan 
applications is a complex and sensitive process. Cash flow data, 
which shows the financial risk status of businesses, plays a key role 
in evaluating loan applications. Cash flow data, which shows the 
financial risk status of businesses, plays a key role in evaluating 
loan applications. Guiding business managers in making strategic 
decisions and managing financial risks, quarterly data provides a 

detailed timeline of business performance and helps identify 
seasonal changes. A detailed analysis using machine learning 
algorithms evaluates the performance of different models built to 
compare businesses quarters in the loan classification process and 
highlights the role of cash flow data in the process. It was aimed to 
create effective algorithms by taking into account the suitability of 
the quarterly data between 2018 and 2022 of the 282 companies 
used in the study, and to provide a unique approach in the field of 
evaluating these algorithms with information criteria.  The model 

performances of the quarters are very close to each other and a high 
success rate is obtained. Therefore, it was observed that quarterly 
periods did not make a significant difference in model performance. 
The model created for the 2nd quarter of 2019 was selected as the 
best model with 99% accuracy and 99% F1 value. It was also 
determined that the selection of variables with high accuracy rates 
in the models established for each quarter is important in terms of 
predicting financial risk. 

 Turkish Journal of Forecasting by Giresun University, 
Forecast Research Laboratory is licensed under a Creative 

Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License. 
 

 

1. Introduction 

Increasingly complex credit classification processes in financial sector play a key role in the process of predicting 

the risks of companies. This process provides significant advantages for both financial institutions and customers by 
aiming to minimize the predictable risk by evaluating loan applications. Loan classification is carried out taking into 

account various criteria such as the applicants' financial history, income level, payment habits, etc. These evaluations 

lead to critical decisions on whether or not to accept loan requests or under what conditions loans can be granted. For 
all these reasons, cash flow data is important for financial institutions in the loan classification process. Cash flow 

data contains valuable information about critical factors such as payment habits, income level and debt repayment 

ability of businesses. These data, which reflect the cash movements of companies in real life, show their financial 

situation in detail. The statement of cash flows provides information about the cash position of the company in a 
certain period and helps the company to make decisions about its future situation [1]. The inclusion of this data in 
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the credit classification process helps financial institutions to determine the risk profiles of companies more 
effectively and accurately. 

Quarterly data provides a detailed timeline of business performance and plays an important role in identifying 

seasonal variations. It also guides business managers in making strategic decisions and managing financial risks. In 
this context, the study on credit classification models emphasises that the use of quarterly data is critical in 

understanding and evaluating business performance. 

In this study, a more comprehensive analysis was performed by comparing the results obtained by using machine 

learning algorithms that gradient-based and suitable for classification. This method allowed for a more detailed 
analysis of the data and more precise results in the loan classification process. For the analysis, the cash flow 

statement data of the companies on the website of "Is Yatirim" were used. Among the companies, financial sector 

organizations (banks, private finance institutions, insurance companies, etc.) and conglomerates were excluded from 
the sample due to their very different operational and financial characteristics [2]. To determine the dependent 

variable, financial failure prediction model studies are analysed. Failure criteria are especially important for research 

results to be useful [3]. Karataş and Can showed that, the dependent variable was determined by choosing among the 
specified criteria in their study. [4]. A basic framework for machine learning algorithms applied to econometric data 

is inspired by Sadeghzadeh and Elmas [5].  

This comprehensive analysis evaluates the performance of different models used in loan classification processes 

and is expected to provide an important perspective on the role of cash flow statement data in this process. Also, the 
comparison of quarterly periods over the models provides a valuable perspective to understand the changes in 

business performance over time and to determine the effects of these models. 

 
 

2. Motivation and Overview 

The use of machine learning algorithms in the financial sector plays a key role in data analysis and loan 

classification processes. This study, which examines machine learning algorithms that are gradient-based and suitable 

for classification, discusses traditional and innovative approaches to credit risk assessment. The impact of machine 

learning algorithms that have been shown to be of great importance in achieving high reliability and accurate 
prediction in terms of financial decisions such as Gradient Boosting, Extreme Gradient Boosting, Light Gradient 

Boosting and traditional methods such as Decision Tree, Extra Trees and Random Forest Classifier on the cash flow 

statement data is also analysed in detail.   

Machine learning algorithms perform the learning process by detecting patterns and differences in the dataset 

under the independent of assumptions [6]. These algorithms, provide a foundation for more well-founded, reliable 

and highly accurate predict in financial decision-making processes. Therefore, this key step perform before model 
building increases the efficiency and reliability of loan classification processes in the financial sector. Studies show 

that these techniques are effective in achieving successful results in credit risk assessments and make significant 

contributions to financial decision-making processes [6,7,8,9,10,12,13,14,16].  

In the modelling process, variable selection is critical in predict of the dependent variable. Lasso regression, linear 
and logistic regression analyses are variable selection techniques [11]. In this way, only the important variables 

remain in the model and the predicted risk can be explained depending on the variable.  

Imbalanced data, which is a communal problem in financial data, negatively affects the accurate of the results 
after the model is built. Imbalanced data problems are one of the most critical issues to be considered in the literature 

when modelling. Classification algorithms assume that the training sets obtained with partition ratio are well 

balanced, with results generated with high accuracy ratio. This assumed balanced distribution is not usually found in 
clusters of real-life data, especially financial data. Representational capabilities can be defined by a large number of 

examples in one class and few examples in another class. In such cases, classification problems are highly likely to 

manifest themselves. There are many methods developed to overcome these problems. To improve the accuracy of 

the developed approaches, this study uses under sampling, oversampling, SMOTE approaches as well as sampling 
techniques such as clustering-based sampling and boosting. Under sampling aims to rebalance the dataset by 

removing instances of the majority class until the class distributions are equal. If the reduction in the majority class 

is done randomly, it is called Random Under sampling, and if it is done using statistical information, it is called 
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Informed Under sampling [12]. Oversampling multiplies the samples of the minority class until equal class 

distributions are obtained [13]. SMOTE is an oversampling process that enables the generation of synthetic data [14].  

Some evaluation metrics are used to evaluate the models created with classification algorithms and to determine 
which classification model produces more accurate results [15]. The metrics used to evaluate model performance 

play a critical role in determining the reliability and applicability of the results obtained. In the study, model 

performance was evaluated in detail using various metrics such as Accuracy, AUC (Area Under the Curve), Recall, 
Precision, F1 score, MAE (Mean Absolute Error), MSE (Mean Square Error), AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) 

and BIC (Bayes Information Criterion). These metrics were chosen to evaluate the effectiveness of machine learning 

algorithms used in loan classification processes in the financial market, as well as to assess their suitability for specific 
financial objectives and to make the right decisions.  

The confusion matrix is a metric used to evaluate the performance of a classification model. It is often used to 

visualize the model's true and false predictions. This matrix, used to understand the relationship between two classes 

(e.g. approved and rejected loan applications), contains four key terms:  

• True Positive: Refers to situations where the model successfully detects the positive class. For example, if 

the loan application was approved and the model correctly predicted this, this is considered a TP.  

• True Negative: Refers to cases where the model successfully detected the negative class. For example, if the 
loan application was negative and the model correctly predicted this, this is considered TN.  

• False Positive: Refers to situations that the model predicts as positive class but are actually negative. For 

example, if the model predicts a loan application to be positive but it is actually negative, this is called FP.  

• False Negative: Refers to situations where the model predicts a negative class but is actually positive. For 

example, if the model predicts a loan application to be negative but it is actually positive, this is called FN.  

                                                     

                                                                   Figure 1. Confusion Matrix  

Figure 1 shows the confusion matrix used to evaluate the performance of the classification model. There is a 

limited number of studies in the literature on loan classification with cash flow statement. In this respect, Altan and 

Demirci's study, which stands out as one of the few studies in the literature, examines the effectiveness of the 

XGBoost method for credit scoring based on cash flow statements in detail and reveals that this method exhibits 
superior performance compared to other algorithms. According to the results of the study, the XGBoost method was 

determined as the most successful model with an accuracy score of 80% and an AUC of 82%. These results show 

that XGBoost performs more effectively than other machine learning algorithms in the field of credit scoring [16].  

A literature review on credit classification was performed. In Tütüncü and Gursakal's study evaluates the 

effectiveness of five different machine learning algorithms for predicting credit default risk: Logistic Regression, 

Decision Tree, Random Forest, Gradient Boosting and Artificial Neural Network [17]. According to the results of 

the study, the Gradient Boosting algorithm has the highest accuracy rate of 91.5%. The accuracy ratio of the other 
algorithms are different between 85.5% and 90.5%. In Can and Gurhanli's study, while the success ratio of the random 

forest algorithm was 73.60%, the XGBoost algorithm was found to be the most successful application in predicting 

the credit eligibility of customers with a success rate of 75.60% [18]. In Aithal and Jathanna's study, the performance 
of different machine learning algorithms was evaluated [19]. The Random Forest algorithm achieved the highest 

accuracy rate (78%), the highest recall rate (93%), the highest precision rate (91%) and the highest F1-Score (85%). 

In Ilter and Kocadagli' s study, machine learning algorithms used in credit scoring were compared and it was found 
that SVM (RBF) algorithm outperformed other algorithms in terms of AUC, KS and Gini Index [20].  
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There are no studies found in the literature on the methods applied in the case of cash flow imbalanced data. In 
Erdem and Bakir's study, XGBoost model was applied using under sampling, over sampling and SMOTE methods 

to predict financial failure. According to the evaluation, the sampling method with the highest prediction success was 

determined as the SMOTE method with a success rate of 78% [21]. In the study of Kardes and Kandemir, artificial 
neural network and logistic regression models were applied by applying smote to predict the independent audit 

opinions of the companies in Borsa Istanbul. While Artificial Neural Network showed 96.5% and Logistic Regression 

94.3% accurate for the classification performance [22].  

A literature review of machine learning algorithms has been conducted. These algorithms have a wide range of 
applications in various sectors. In Hamal's study, Support Vector Machines, Naive Bayes, Artificial Neural Networks, 

K-Nearest Neighborhood, Random Forest, Logistic Regression and Bagging classification algorithms are compared 

in the prediction of business that do and do not engage in financial accounting fraud [23]. In Okochan's study, he 
compared Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine, Random Forest, Gradient Boosting, Extreme Gradient 

Boosting and Light Gradient Boosting algorithms to predict customer churn in the banking sector [24]. In Uyanık's 

study, it is aimed to predict the customers who are likely to terminate their subscription in the telecommunication 
sector. In this study, Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, Artificial Neural Networks, Bagging and Boosting 

classification models were compared [25]. In Zengin's study, the attitudes of individuals over the age of eighteen 

residing in Istanbul towards digital banking applications, user groups and usage habits, socioeconomic and 

demographic aspects are examined with machine learning methods.  Categorical Boosting, Lightweight Gradient 
Boosting Machines, Extreme Gradient Boosting, Gradient Boosting, Adaptive Boosting, K Nearest Neighbor, 

Decision Trees, Random Forest, Logistic Regression and Radial Basis Function Kernel Support Vector Machines 

classification algorithms were compared [26]. In Çalışkan's study, Logistic Regression, Linear Discriminant 
Analysis, Decision Tree, Nearest Neighbor Algorithm, Navie Bayes, Support Vector Machines, Adaboost Classifier, 

Gradient Boosting Classifier, Random Forest Classifier and Extra Tree Classifier algorithms were compared in order 

to diagnose epilepsy [27]. In Kılıckap's study, the problem of determining the appropriate package type for orders in 

the packaging process, which has an important place in terms of cost and efficiency in logistics sectors, with the help 
of machine learning models is emphasized. Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machines, Decision Trees, K-

Nearest Neighbor Classifier, Random Forest Classifier, Gaussian Naive Bayes Classifier and XGBoost algorithms 

were used in the study [28].  

 

3. Algorithms and Structures Used in Modelling 

Random Forest is an ensemble learning algorithm based on decision trees. Its main goal is to create a more 

powerful and generalizable classification model by combining decision trees that are different from each other and 

are weak learners. Random Forest takes random samples from a dataset and trains many decision trees on these 
samples, using the bagging technique.                                                                                                                                                                                         

𝑅𝐹(𝑥) = {
1

𝑇
∑ 𝑓𝑡(𝑥)𝑇

𝑡=1                              

𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒(𝑓1(𝑥), 𝑓2(𝑥), … , 𝑓𝑇(𝑥))
                     (1) 

 

Equation (1) shows the mathematical equation of the random forest algorithm. Where T is the number of 

decision trees, and ft(x) is the prediction of the t-th decision tree for the input x [29].  

Gradient Boosting Classifier, is a machine learning algorithm that builds a strong ensemble model by combining 
weak classifiers. In the first step, an initial model is determined on the dataset and the errors generated by the 

predictions of this model are calculated. Then, weak classifiers (usually decision trees) that focus on these errors are 

iteratively added and each one is trained to correct the errors of the previous models. The generated weak classifiers 
are weighted, and this process ends after a certain number of iterations or when the errors are minimized. Gradient 

Boosting Classifier aims to achieve high accuracy classifications by modeming complex relationships in the dataset 

using this incremental approach.                            

𝐹𝑚(𝑥) =  𝐹𝑚−1(𝑥) +  𝛾𝑚ℎ𝑚(𝑥)                                                                                                                         (2) 
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Equation (2) shows the mathematical equation of the gradient boosting algorithm. Where Fm(x) is the model’s 

prediction at iteration m, 𝐹𝑚−1(𝑥) is the prediction at iteration m − 1, ym is the learning rate for iteration m, and hm(x) 

is the weak model at iteration m [29]. 

Extreme Gradient Boosting is a powerful learning algorithm used to achieve high performance, especially on 

structured data sets. It is essentially an optimized version of Gradient Boosting, a tree-based modelling technique. It 

can make fast and efficient predictions using parallel computations and a specialized tree growth algorithm. It can 
successfully perform both regression and classification tasks and model complex relationships by combining tree-

based models.  

ℒ (𝜃) =  ∑ 𝑙 (𝑦𝑖 ,𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑦�̂�) + ∑ Ω𝐾

𝑘=1 (𝑓𝑘)                                            (3) 

                                                                                                                                                    

Equation (3) shows the mathematical equation of the extreme gradient boosting algorithm. Where θ represents the 

model parameters, 𝑙 is the loss function, yi is the actual value, 𝑦�̂� is the predicted value, K is the number of trees, and 

O(fk) is a regularization term that penalizes complex models. The main goal is to accurately predict the target variable 

based on a large number of features [29]. 

Light Gradient Boosting is a fast and efficient gradient boosting algorithm for large data sets. It is an extended 

and optimized version of the Gradient Boosting algorithm. It utilizes tree-based learning methods to provide 
performance advantages, especially on large datasets. Improves overall model performance by building deep trees 

with fewer nodes with a "leaf-wise" growth strategy. It optimizes memory usage and offers a wide range of 

applications for classification/regression problems, especially in big data analysis. 

Decision Tree Classifier represents the data set in a tree structure with a set of decision rules and finalization 

nodes. Each internal node represents a test on a feature, and each leaf node contains data points that belong to a 

particular class. The Decision Tree Classifier identifies and classifies the interactions and important relationships 
between features in the dataset. By creating a comprehensible decision tree, this method allows the user to understand 

and interpret the model's prediction process. Furthermore, Decision Tree Classifier has a flexible structure that can 

be controlled by parameters to avoid problems such as overfitting, which allows it to be successfully used in various 

application areas.           

𝐺 = 1 − ∑ 𝑝𝑖
2𝐾

𝑖=1                                                                                                                                                       (4) 

 

Equation (4) shows the mathematical equation of the decision tree classifier algorithm. K is the number of classes, 

and pi is the proportion of samples that belong to the i-th class in the subset of data at that node [29].  

Extra Trees Classifier is a tree-based learning algorithm used in classification tasks. This algorithm has a structure 

similar to Random Forest, but adds more randomness when building the trees. Extra Trees provides diversity by 
making more random choices when determining the decision points when building each tree. This feature can 

increase the generalization ability of the model and reduce the risk of overfitting. Extra Trees Classifier can be 

effectively used in high-dimensional data sets, noisy data and complex classification problems.                                                                         

𝐹(𝑥) =  ∑ 𝑓𝑖(𝑥)𝑛
𝑖=1                                                                        (5) 

 

Equation (5) shows the mathematical equation of the extra trees classifier algorithm. Where F(x) is the model’s 

prediction for a new input, n is the number of trees in the ensemble, and fi(x) is the prediction of the ith decision tree 

in the ensemble [29]. 

Naive Bayes works based on Bayes' Theorem and is called "naive" for its assumptions in the classification process. 

Basically, Naive Bayes uses the assumption of independence between features when estimating the probability that 

a document or sample data point belongs to a class. The algorithm stands out for its fast and low computational cost 
in the classification process, but it can ignore real-world dependencies between features. Therefore, it can be an 

effective choice for simple and fast classification problems.                

𝑃(𝑋|𝑌) = (𝑃(𝑌|𝑋)𝑥𝑃(𝑋))/𝑃(𝑌)                                                                                                                              (6) 
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Equation (6) shows the mathematical equation of the decision tree classifier algorithm. If X, Y = probabilistic 

events, P (X) = probability of X being true, P(X|Y) = conditional probability of X being true in case Y is true. 

4. Application  
 

4.1. Data Set and Procedure 

The dataset consists of 282 firms and 5,640 observations, covering quarterly periods between 2018 and 2022. In 
the study, the dependent variable is defined as the firms that are not eligible for loan applications (0) and those that 

are eligible (1) among the firms in the "Detention Market" among the BIST companies in the "Public Disclosure 

Platform". The independent variables consist of 26 items of the cash flow statement. Sampling techniques such as 

oversampling, undersampling and SMOTE were used for unbalanced distribution of the dependent variable. In the 
model with a large number of independent variables, lasso (L1 arrangement) method was applied to select features 

using logistic regression. In the analysis process, to control overfitting and complexity, the credit classification data 

were separated into training, test, and validation, and then a detailed analysis was performed by applying the cross-
validation method to the train data. This cross-validation using k fold was split on a company-by-company basis and 

ensured that companies in each quarter were fairly represented in the training and validation sets. To understand the 

change in business performance over time and to determine the effects of these models, 20 different models were 
created for quarterly periods and model selection was made according to information criteria. In the obtained models, 

the effects of independent variables on the dependent variable are determined. 

 
                                                              Figure 2. The flowchart of the procedure used 
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Figure 2 shows the procedure applied in the analysis. 

     Figure 3. The unique distribution of the dependent variable 

Since there are 20 observations for each company in the dataset, Figure 3 shows the unique distribution of the 
dependent variable across companies. Out of 282 enterprises, 9 were determined as "not suitable for credit 

application" and 273 were determined as "suitable for credit application".  

 

4.2. Analysis 

In the first stage of the analysis, standardisation was applied based on companies in order to balance the 

differences arising from wide ranges in continuous variables and to make the data more consistent. This pre-

processing step ensured that the data set was more properly prepared for the analysis process. In the next stage, 
feature selection was performed using logistic regression lasso arrangement and 5 of the 26 continuous variables in 

the data set were eliminated. 

                                      Table 1. Independent Variables Used in the Models  
 Net Cash Generated from Operating Activities   
 Profit Before Adjustments                    
 Adjustments:                                
 Depreciation & Amortization                 
 Change in Provisions                         
 Other Income/Expense                         
 Operating Profit Before Changes in Operating Working Capital (+)   
 Changes in Operating Working Capital         
 Cash from Other Operating Activities        
 Fixed Capital Investments                    
 Cash from Other Investing Activities         
 Cash Generated from Investing Activities     
 Change in Financial Debts                    
 Dividend Payments                           
 Capital Increases                           
 Cash from Other Financing Activities         
 Effect of Foreign Exchange Rate Changes on Cash and Cash Equivalents Before Adjustment   
 Foreign Exchange Rate Effect on Cash and Cash Equivalents   
 Change in Cash and Cash Equivalents          
 Cash at the Beginning of the Period          
 Cash at the End of the Period                

 

Table 1 shows the variables selected by logistic regression lasso method. These variables were used as 

independent variables in the applied models. The data set is divided into 70% training, 15% testing and 15% 
validation. Due to the imbalance in the class distribution of the dependent variable, undersampling, oversampling 

and Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) were applied to the training data set. These methods 

were used to correct the class imbalance and to train the models in a more balanced way.                                           

   Table 2. Class Imbalance Sampling Methods and Sample Distribution 
 Data  Number of Samples  Number of Negatives  Number of Positives  

Original  3.948  126  3.822  
Under-Sampled  252  126  126  
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Over-Sampled  7.644  3.822  3.822  

SMOTE  7.644  3.822  3.822  

Table 2 shows the different sampling methods applied on the train data and the total number of samples in the 

original data. 

In the modelling phase, a total of 20 different models were created by considering each quarter separately in order 
to make a detailed analysis on quarterly data. In addition to the independent variables, a dummy variable including 

the quarter of that year is included in each model. This method, was applied in the same way for all sampling 

techniques applied to the dataset. This approach allowed us to assess the performance of companies on a quarterly 

basis and to understand the independent effects of each quarter. Firstly, the models were evaluated for each sampling 
method and the best performing model was determined. Then, the models selected in each sampling method were 

evaluated in detail. The best performing model was selected for each quarter. In unbalanced data sets, the accuracy 

metric may be insufficient due to significant proportional differences between classes. Therefore, the models were 
selected taking into account the criteria of recall, precision, F1 and low MSE. 

  

                                Table 3. Models applied in the original data for the 4th quarter of 2022 
 Model   Accuracy  Recall  Precision  F1  MSE  Time(sec.)  

Random Forest  0,97036  0,07143  1,00000  0,12914  0,02964  2,10372  
Gradient Boosting Classifier  0,99063  0,73016  0,97059  0,82986  0,00937  7,95613  
Extreme Gradient Boosting  0,98506  0,53175  1,00000  0,69218  0,01494  0,45944  

Light Gradient Boosting Machine  0,99088  0,72222  0,99048  0,83302  0,00912  0,21442  
Decision Tree Classifier  0,96910  0,20635  0,56349  0,29834  0,03090  0,06217  
Extra Trees Classifier  0,97366  0,17460  1,00000  0,28999  0,02634  0,77227  

Naive Bayes  0,93972  0,07937  0,07934  0,07883  0,06028  0,03760  

  

                               Table 4. Models applied to undersampling data for the 4th quarter of 2022  

Model   Accuracy  Recall  Precision  F1  MSE  Time(sec.)  
Random Forest  0,88492  0,90476  0,87028  0,88647  0,11508  0,43585  

Gradient Boosting Classifier  0,89286  0,92857  0,86695  0,89663  0,10714  0,49897  
Extreme Gradient Boosting  0,86508  0,86508  0,86560  0,86526  0,13492  0,26227  

Light Gradient Boosting Machine  0,87302  0,85714  0,88532  0,87089  0,12698  0,13596  
Decision Tree Classifier  0,69048  0,65079  0,70621  0,67659  0,30952  0,04723  
Extra Trees Classifier  0,83730  0,84921  0,82845  0,83715  0,16270  0,34939  

Naive Bayes  0,46825  0,39683  0,44555  0,40036  0,53175  0,04158  

                   

                               Table 5. Models applied to oversampling data for the 4th quarter of 2022  
Model   Accuracy  Recall  Precision  F1  MSE  Time(sec.)  

Random Forest  0,99634  1,00000  0,99273  0,99635  0,00366  2,25055  
Gradient Boosting Classifier  0,99922  1,00000  0,99843  0,99922  0,00078  9,92559  
Extreme Gradient Boosting  0,99791  1,00000  0,99583  0,99791  0,00209  0,71808  

Light Gradient Boosting Machine  0,99856  1,00000  0,99713  0,99856  0,00144  0,27424  
Decision Tree Classifier  0,97684  1,00000  0,95588  0,97741  0,02316  0,06917  
Extra Trees Classifier  0,97501  0,98299  0,96758  0,97520  0,02499  0,82480  

Naive Bayes  0,59079  0,51832  0,61196  0,55145  0,40921  0,05452  

  

                                    Table 6. Models applied to smote data for the 4th quarter of 2022  
Model  Accuracy  Recall  Precision  F1  MSE  Time(sec.)  

Random Forest  0,98731 0,99686 0,97818 0,98743 0,01269 4,25266 
Gradient Boosting Classifier  0,99320 0,99712 0,98936 0,99322 0,00680 16,35618 
Extreme Gradient Boosting  0,99137 0,99634 0,98653 0,99141 0,00863 1,09574 

Light Gradient Boosting Machine  0,99215 0,99765 0,98680 0,99219 0,00785 0,55150 
Decision Tree Classifier  0,91222 0,95107 0,88339 0,91560 0,08778 0,28093 
Extra Trees Classifier  0,94846 0,98064 0,92140 0,95007 0,05154 1,02194 

Naive Bayes  0,58137 0,86054 0,55230 0,67275 0,41863 0,19680 

 

The results of the models applied for the 4th quarter of 2022 are given between Table 3 and Table 6. Gradient 
based algorithms have attracted attention by exhibiting high performance both on the original data and on the data to 

which sampling techniques have been applied. It stands out for its overall accuracy, recall, precision and F1 scores. 

While the Naive Bayes algorithm exhibits low performance in general, it is the fastest algorithm. Furthermore, tree-
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based algorithms (Random Forest, Decision Tree, Extra Trees) show a significant performance improvement when 

sampling techniques such as oversampling and SMOTE are applied. It is observed that MSE is high for each model 

in undersampling data. This suggests that undersampling leads to information loss due to imbalance in the dataset 
and affects the accuracy of the models. 

Table 7. Best model selection for the 4th quarter of 2022 
Data  Model  Accuracy  Recall  Precision  F1  MSE  

Orjinal Data  Light Gradient Boosting Machine  0,99088  0,72222  0,99048  0,83302  0,00912  
Undersampling  Gradient Boosting Classifier  0,89286  0,92857  0,86695  0,89663  0,10714  
Oversampling  Gradient Boosting Classifier  0,99922  1,00000  0,99843  0,99922  0,00078  

Smote  Gradient Boosting Classifier  0,99320  0,99712  0,98936  0,99322  0,00680  

The models applied for each sampling technique and original data were evaluated and the best models were 

determined according to the criteria of high recall and low mean squared error. Table 7 shows the selected algorithms 
and the results. Gradient-based algorithms were selected as the most successful algorithms. In particular, the Light 

Gradient Boosting Machine algorithm stood out with high recall values and low MSE on the original data. In addition, 

the Gradient Boosting algorithm performed better on data with sampling techniques applied.   

The same procedure was applied to evaluate the other quarter models and the best models were selected. 

  

                                                               Table 8. Best Model Selection  
Quarterly  Model  Accuracy  Recall  Precision  F1  MSE  Time(sec.)  

Q4 2022 Gradient Boosting Classifier 0,99922 1,00000 0,99843 0,99922 0,00078 9,92559 
Q3 2022 Gradient Boosting Classifier 0,99895 1,00000 0,99791 0,99895 0,00105 7,62514 

Q2 2022 Gradient Boosting Classifier 0,99935 1,00000 0,99869 0,99935 0,00065 9,73490 

Q1 2022 Gradient Boosting Classifier 0,99908 1,00000 0,99817 0,99909 0,00092 8,74177 

Q4 2021 Gradient Boosting Classifier 0,99895 1,00000 0,99791 0,99895 0,00105 6,53182 

Q3 2021 Gradient Boosting Classifier 0,99908 1,00000 0,99817 0,99909 0,00092 7,95505 

Q2 2021 Gradient Boosting Classifier 0,99948 1,00000 0,99895 0,99948 0,00052 12,49542 

Q1 2021 Gradient Boosting Classifier 0,99922 1,00000 0,99843 0,99922 0,00078 8,56730 

Q4 2020 Gradient Boosting Classifier 0,99895 1,00000 0,99791 0,99895 0,00105 7,22738 

Q3 2020 Gradient Boosting Classifier 0,99935 1,00000 0,99869 0,99935 0,00065 11,22264 

Q2 2020 Gradient Boosting Classifier 0,99908 1,00000 0,99817 0,99909 0,00092 11,84590 

Q1 2020 Gradient Boosting Classifier 0,99922 1,00000 0,99843 0,99922 0,00078 9,19991 

Q4 2019 Gradient Boosting Classifier 0,99948 1,00000 0,99895 0,99948 0,00052 7,83903 

Q3 2019 Extreme Gradient Boosting 0,99882 1,00000 0,99765 0,99882 0,00118 0,64925 

Q2 2019 Gradient Boosting Classifier 0,99961 1,00000 0,99922 0,99961 0,00039 8,11861 

Q1 2019 Extreme Gradient Boosting 0,99869 1,00000 0,99739 0,99869 0,00131 0,96973 

Q4 2018 Gradient Boosting Classifier 0,99935 1,00000 0,99869 0,99935 0,00065 11,91560 

Q3 2018 Gradient Boosting Classifier 0,99935 1,00000 0,99869 0,99935 0,00065 8,61262 

Q2 2018 Gradient Boosting Classifier 0,99908 1,00000 0,99817 0,99909 0,00092 10,63663 

Q1 2018 Gradient Boosting Classifier 0,99882 1,00000 0,99765 0,99882 0,00118 7,75979 

 

        Table 8 shows the best performing models among all models. Sampling with the oversampling technique stood 

out in the models applied for each quarter. Gradient-based algorithms provide reliable results on the data set. It is 
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also seen that it achieves good results in terms of performance. The model that stands out with the lowest error 
(0.00039), highest F1 (0.99961) and highest precision (0.99922) values is the model created with the oversampling 

technique in the 2nd quarter of 2019. The results of the models are similar and there is no significant difference 

between the quarters. 

       Figure 4. 2019 - 2nd quarter model complexity matrix 

  Figure 4 shows the confusion matrix applied on the test data of the model established for the 2nd quarter of 2019. 

According to the results of the confusion matrix evaluating the performance of the credit classification model, the 

TN value is 819, meaning that the model correctly classifies the truly negative as negative. This emphasises the 
reliability and accuracy of the model in negative classifications. Since the FP value is 0, the model did not classify 

samples that were actually negative as positive. This indicates that the model correctly classifies positives, and the 

probability of false alarms is low. The FN has a value of 3, which means that the model classified three instances as 
negative when they were actually positive. However, since this number is low, we can say that the cases where the 

model misses positive examples are limited. TP value is 24, meaning that the model correctly classified the truly 

positive ones as positive. This reflects the success of the model in positive classifications. It is seen that the overall 
performance of the model is positive, and its accuracy is high, especially in negative classifications. 

 

                                 Figure 5. Impact of independent variables in the 2nd quarter 2019 model 

Figure 5 shows the effect of the independent variables of the model on the dependent variables. The feature with 
the highest impact is "Dividend Payments" with 30.72%. This result shows that the dividend distributions of the 

company are determinant on the model. It can be stated that a company that distributes regular dividends may have 

a positive effect on loan applications. "Cash from Other Investing Activities" ranked second with 25.87%. This 
indicates that the company's cash flow from other investing activities has a significant impact on the model. The 

"Foreign Exchange Rate Effect on Cash" feature with 11.81% indicates how changes in the company's foreign 

exchange rates affect its cash position. It is a principal factor especially for companies doing international business. 

The "Fixed Capital Investments" feature with 4.81% represents the importance of the company's fixed capital 
investments in the model. It could be critical to the company's growth strategy and asset management. The attributes 

with low significance include "Net Cash Operating Activities" with 0.91%, "Change in Cash and Cash Equivalents" 

with 0.81%, "Change in Financial Debts" with 0.36% and "Cash at the End of the Period" with 0.28%. The low 
importance levels of these characteristics indicate that these factors have a limited impact on the credit assessment 

of the model. The data for the second quarter of 2019 is the variable with the lowest impact on credit assessment. 

 

5. Results and Conclusions  
 

In Q2 2019, the loan classification performance of the best model identified stands out with very impressive 

metrics. 99% precision indicates that the model correctly classifies loan applications, indicating that false positive 
predictions are low. This indicates that when loan applications are assessed positively, this assessment is highly 

accurate. Likewise, an F1 score of 99% indicates both the accuracy of the positive predictions and the ability of the 
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model to successfully cover true positive cases. This indicates a balanced performance of the model in terms of 

precision and sensitivity. A high F1 score indicates that the credit classification model is reliable and effective. The 

error rate of 0.003% is a metric that reflects the overall success level of the model. A low error rate indicates that the 
model has an extremely low tendency to mispredict. This indicates that the loan classification model exhibits a high 

ability to make financially reliable and accurate predictions. The combination of these metrics shows that the best 

model identified in Q2 2019 provides high accuracy, reliability, and efficiency in credit assessment. This can 
contribute to financial institutions assessing credit applications more reliably and managing credit risk more 

effectively. 

 Among the effective variables identified, dividend payments, cash from other investing activities and foreign 
exchange rate effect on cash provide important financial indicators. Firstly, dividend payments may affect the 

liquidity of dividends paid to shareholders from the company's profits. This may be decisive in assessing the 

company's cash flow situation and loan repayment capacity in loan applications. Secondly, cash from other investing 

activities refers to the amount of cash generated by the company from investing activities. A high value may indicate 
that the company is executing growth strategies and seeking new opportunities. This may increase the confidence in 

the company's growth potential in loan applications. Finally, foreign exchange rate effect on cash reflects the impact 

of changes in foreign exchange rates on cash flow. This determines the company's international operations and 
foreign exchange risk. The assessment of foreign exchange risk is a crucial factor in loan applications. On the other 

hand, net cash generated from operating activities, adjustments, changes in operating working capital, operating profit 

before changes in operating working capital (+), change in financial debts, change in provisions, depreciation & 
amortisation, other income/expense, change in cash and cash equivalents, cash at the end of the period and profit 

before adjustments, which are among the low impact variables, have almost zero contribution to the financial model. 

This may suggest that these variables do not play a critical role in the evaluation of loan applications and are of less 

importance in financial strategies. For example, net cash generated from operating activities reflects the company's 
cash flow from its core business activities. if this value is low, we may think that the company's cash flow from 

operations is weak. similarly, change in financial debts can be an indicator of the company's financing strategy, and 

a high change in debt may indicate the need for the company to update the financial structure. The low impact of 
these elements suggests that they are not of critical importance in financial models and are less influential in the 

assessment of overall loan applications. 

Similar model results suggest that there are no significant differences across quarters. This indicates that the 

models for each quarter perform similarly and that there are no significant variations in the loan classification process. 
The homogeneous results obtained imply a stable performance in model selection and quarterly analysis. This 

indicates that quarterly changes in the performance of the firm do not significantly affect the loan classification 

models. 

As a future study, panel data analysis will be added and to improve the cross – validation methods suitable for the 

time series. Statistical tests and seasonality analysis will be added for more detailed interpretation of quarters. It could 

be applied to more comprehensive credit datasets obtained from financial institutions. The methods related to 
modifying procedure will be continued with novel machine learning techniques. 
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